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Superfly Bolsters Agency 
Offering with Growing 

Experiential Marketing Division

Ygrene Energy Taps New CFO 
as it Expands Into Commercial 

PACE Financing 

Billy Moore Joins Farm Journal 
to Discuss How ARM is Helping 

Farmers in a Difficult 2019

FOCUS ON HEALTHCARE

Healthcare spend has continued to grow at a rapid rate,
enabled by factors that are well known; an aging population,
increased chronic disease incidence, new drugs, and an
inefficient delivery system. We have begun the dialogue on
much needed disruption in the space, but new methods must
strike a balance between achieving results while maintaining
the necessary interaction and engagement with providers and
patients. The shift has moved from high cost expansion to
achieving true performance/results.

READ MORE +

THE
MONTHLYHARVEST

THE
EXECUTIVESPOTLIGHT

Mark and the teams at Zippy Shell and 1-800-Pack-Rat are
on a mission to make moving and storage easy. In a
historically archaic industry handcuffed by phone calls,
long wait times, and little to no tracking capabilities, Zippy
and Pack Rat are using technology to make the moving
process more transparent, efficient, and reliable from start
to finish.

AUGUST 2019

HEALTHCARE THOUGHTS FROM OUR TEAM

ARM opened two new locations
in Bad Axe, MI and Sioux Falls,
SD., bringing total locations to
33 across 18 different states.
ARM had 7 locations in 5 states
in 2015 when Virgo made our
initial investment into the
business.

“One key investment theme will be to look at offerings for seniors. This is a growing
population that is savvier, has financial means and wants to address key quality of
life concerns, such as well-being, nutrition and loneliness. Seniors are living longer
and most new healthcare functionality has not been re-designed for this consumer
base. Seniors represent huge spending power that is expected to reach $15 trillion
by 2020. Older populations are paying for many services today including housing,
transportation, entertainment and food and beverage. These offerings have not
evolved much over time and need to be re-configured for today’s new senior.”

“Another area of focus will be digital health. There are too many administrative
steps that exist in healthcare today that are contributing to physician burnout and
wait times/inefficiencies. Automating these laborious steps creates more face time
between providers and patients and allows the focus to be on clinical decision-
making. Provision of services will also have to move outside the traditional brick
and mortar model. Patients need new ways to access care; whether it be telehealth
appointments or smarter apps. Finally, healthcare will have to make data much
more functional than it is today. It sits on a mountain of data that does little work
given the fact there is little interoperability. This data will need to bear key insights
via artificial intelligence or deep learning methodology.”

“The way healthcare is delivered is largely driven by how providers get
reimbursed. Traditionally, this was driven by volume which took away emphasis on
outcomes. With the introduction of key legislation and value based care initiatives,
the focus has begun to move towards outcomes based care. New health models
have arisen as a result, and stakeholders who are at risk (such as employers) have
invested in new delivery paths. There will also be new attention paid to drug trends
and costs, as drug spend is a key contributor to total cost of care. Care catered to
the consumer will continue as patient engagement is a key component to improving
outcomes.”
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Managing Director
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Founder & CIO

READ FULL INTERVIEW +

MARK KUHNS
Zippy Shell & 1-800-Pack-Rat CEO

NOTEWORTHY PORTFOLIO COMPANY MILESTONES

LEGAL DISCLAIMER +

Nautilus Solar, was acquired
by Power Energy Corporation.
Nautilus will continue to
manage the solar portfolio it
has developed with Virgo,
which consists of 80 MWs of
C&I serving over 2,000
customers in 8 states.

Superfly hosted their 12th

rendition of the Outsides Lands
Music & Art Festival in San
Francisco. Saturday’s crowd
set a single day festival record
with over 90,000 attendees to
watch Childish Gambino, and
Flume perform among others.
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